Company Profile

SECURIKETT® Smart Security
for your original
products
Our broad range of customised tamper evident solutions helps you to fight
counterfeiting and illicit trade, thus increasing trust in your brand, and
supports you to comply with international regulations, such as the FMD
The Austrian security printer
SECURIKETT® is a global leader
in the area of tamper-evidence,
anticounterfeiting, and Smart
Packaging solutions. With its unique
one-stop-shop concept, tamper
evident security labels are combined
with the powerful proprietary IoT cloud
solution CODIKETT® in order to:

pattern that appears when the label
is removed. VOID by SECURIKETT®
can fully be customised, including
the integration of logos or holograms.
Different than freely available VOIDsolutions, it is always printed in
register in order that the design
matches the dimensions of the label.

• P rotect your original products and
brand from counterfeits and illicit
trade
• P rovide easy online authentication
for all participants, including the
consumer
•G
 ain visibility of your supply and
distribution chain by track and trace
•G
 et valuable insights from
comprehensive business data
analytics
•O
 ptimise your production, supply
and sales processes
• L et your products talk to customers
SECURIKETT ® provides customised
solutions, tailor-made for the specific
requirements of each customer.
They are based on strong proprietary
technologies in the area of tamper
evidence and digital product
protection. In addition, they may
integrate various other security
features, such as holograms,
security inks or taggants. Easy
verification and usability are of major
importance for us.
With tamper evidence being the
fundamental base for all security

features, our core strength lies in our
proprietary VOID-technologies, such
as transparent VOID-labels – allowing
for any text or information to remain
readable even when fully covered
by the label, triple-VOID-labels providing higher contrast and thus
increased visibility, and the so-called
Vienna VOID as tamper evident code
cover.
Our transparent VOID-labels in
highly translucent shades have
particularly been developed for the
pharmaceutical industry, to ensure
compliance with the requirements
of the FMD. The VOID-effect is an
irreversible change of colour and
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Innovation and excellence lie at the
very heart of SECURIKETT®, so right
from the start, there has been a strong
focus on R&D which is the foundation
for our success. This is evidenced by
numerous patents and awards as well
as various proprietary technologies.
From our new headquarters in
Münchendorf near Vienna, we
export 90% of our products to over
45 countries, with more than 50%
of them going to the Asian market.
SECURIKETT® is your reliable partner
for tamper evidence – our closure
seals comply with European and
international standards and are used
and proven around the world.
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